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Fall 2015, MW 4-5:15pm 
Room: ATC 2.602 

Goal: To explore the formal modeling of process using different modeling media such as natural language, 
diagrams, and other formal languages such as mathematical notation. 

Method:  We will employ the visual language of Max/Msp which is in wide use by computer musicians, video 
jockeys (VJs), artists, and designers.  Processes will be found within the culture and artworks in the Dallas Museum 
of Art (DMA). The above checkered tunic is from the Andes. This cultural artifact is pre-Columbian and dated from 
1476-1534 A.D. There are many process models that can be “seen” in this tunic if one looks carefully. For example, 
how the dyed camelid fibers were processed and how the Incas performed their weaving. Other exploratory, creative 
processes include how might you code a program to reproduce this pattern? If there were rituals associated with the 
tunic, how would you model them? Processes can be historically accurate or creative depending on an assignment. 

Philosophy: There are many ways of learning models of process used within computer simulation. While traditional 
approaches focus on application areas such as operations research, science, and engineering, we choose the 
domain of the museum for our study. Thus, not only is the modeling software of art relevance (Max/Msp), but the 
item to be modeled is in a highly social, cultural, and artistic space. A typical project will involve student research on 
specific cultural objects from the DMA collection, with a focus on Pre-Columbian art. 

Requirements: A prior knowledge of programming and a willingness to explore the boundaries of art, design, and 
computer science. Access to a laptop which should be brought to class. Students without a laptop will be randomly 
assigned to a pair group. Programming languages used within Max patches: Javascript and/or Java. Each student 
will be required to document their thoughts, research and findings on a Wordpress blog, and how a Max patch 
works on an Instructables blog. The classroom sessions will be inline with the “flipped classroom” where students 
are active in speaking in front of class and engaging in Q&A. 

Activities: We will operate mostly from UTD, including using an API for the DMA collection (thus learning about 
workflow processes relating to sets of related objects). We will also take one or two field trips to the museum during 
the semester. Invited speakers will assist in enriching the in-class discussion. 

Costs:  No textbooks required. Max/Msp will be required from Cycling74. Cost is $40 for the semester ($9.99 per 
month). ATEC computer labs have Max 7 installed. One poster will be created for an exhibition (approx. cost $30 
total). You keep the poster after an exhibition. Total estimated cost of class: $70. 
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